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ENGLISH - Fixed frame screen user manual 
 

Made by Adeo Screen sp. Z o.o. (Polska) Specifications are subject to change without notice. E&OE 
Doc: PLANO CURVO Installation Manual rev3 | 17.09.2014 
Please verify that you are working with the latest revision of this document before specifying your screen.  
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06 CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE 

Screens and their projection surfaces are delicate and must be cleaned with great care, according to the following instructions:  
Never use solvents, chemical or abrasive products, or pointed tools to clean the surface.   
Avoid contact with other materials (varnishes, inks etc) as they might be impossible to remove from the canvas. 
FABRIC CLEARPIX:  Use a soft, clean, dampened cloth, wiping from the center of the projection surface towards the outer edges. A vacuum-cleaner brush may be used, provided its bristles are soft and 
perfectly clean. 
FABRIC SOLIDPIX, MULTIPIX,: Remove dust from the case with a soft, clean cloth and a non aggressive detergent as necessary.  
Clean the projection screen with a soft, clean, damp cloth, and a neutral or alcohol-base detergent as necessary. Since rubbing the screen with a cloth during cleaning operations can cause electrostatic 
charge to accumulate, we recommend the subsequent application of an antistatic liquid with a clean cloth, to avoid dust being attracted again 
FABRIC SILVERPIX is Mandatory to read the instructions accompanying the fabric screen 
GENERIC PROFILE: Remove dust from the case with a soft, clean cloth and a non aggressive detergent as necessary  
VELVET PROFILE: Clean profile with a soft clean cloth, or a brush with soft, antistatic bristles. A vacuum-cleaner brush may be used, provided its bristles are soft and perfectly clean. 
STRUCTURE and ANCHORING BRACKETS: The state of the product and the anchoring capacity of its brackets must be checked regularly. In case of canvas deformation or rips, or loosening of structural 
components such as brackets or screws, action must be taken immediately to clear the area around the screen and avoid hazard to people and things, replace the defective component and restore the 
product's functionality. 

07 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

 

WARNING: When installing the screen  use plugs and screws suitable for the screen’s weight and for the type of wall or ceiling on which the mount brackets are to be fixed,  based on the 
following criteria 
 

Screen width up to cm 177 200 217 237 257 267 317 
Overall weight Kg 13 Kg 13.5 Kg 14.5 Kg 15 Kg 15.5 Kg 16 Kg 17 

 
See images on the end pages of this manual 
1. insert the sliders in the single sections in the number shown on following;  packaging includes 4 (2 horizontal + 2 vertical) sections. 
2. prepare the 4 angles by inserting the screws and bolts, without fastening them. See fig. 2.  
3. assemble the sections and angles together to form the frame. See fig. 3a-3b-3c-3d. 
4. if present, to install the Stiffeners See fig.4 
5. install the 4 brackets and mark on the wall the points where the supports must be attached, Fig. 5  
6. insert the reinforcement rings in the screen’s buttonholes. tie the screen to the frame with the elastics provided. See fig. 6. 
7. Installation must take place on a vertical surface (wall, curtain wall, etc.), by means of the brackets provided in the packaging. screw the brackets to the wall, using screws and plugs that are suitable 

for the relevant wall and adequate for the screen’s weight.  Once the brackets are mounted, hook the screen onto the brackets, as shown in fig. 7.  
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177 PLANO 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 
200 PLANO 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 3 
217 PLANO  6 5 6 4 6 4 6 3 
237 PLANO X X X X 6 4 6 3 
257 PLANO X X X X 6 4 6 4 
267 PLANO 8 5 8 5 8 4 8 4 
317 PLANO 8 6 8 5 8 5 8 4 

 

PRODUCT’S DISPOSAL

As is the case for installation procedures, when the product reaches the end of its useful life, disposal operations must be carried out by qualified personnel.  
The product is made up of various types of material: some can be recycled, others have to be disposed of. You must follow applicable recycling or disposal regulations in 
force in your area for this product category. 
As shown in the picture on the left, you must not throw the product into a domestic litter bin. Either dispose of the various components separately, pursuant to the 
regulations applicable in your territory, or hand the product over to a vendor upon purchasing a similar new product. 
Warning: local regulations can foresee heavy fines in case of unlawful disposal of this product. 

GUARANTEE 

1.GUARANTEE LIMITATIONS The Manufacturer guarantees that all the products it distributes are free of production-, material- and processing-related defects, without prejudice to the following terms and 
conditions: 
* The product is guaranteed for a period of twenty-four (24) months 
* Mechanical parts are guaranteed for a period of thirty-six (36) months 
* The motors and remote controls (excluding batteries) are guaranteed for a period of thirty-six (36) months  
as from the date of the purchase invoice/receipt  released to the end user  
2.CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS This guarantee is subject to the following conditions and limitations:  
the guarantee shall be deemed null and void if: the product has been used or manipulated in any manner other than those indicated in the user manual’s instructions; or damaged as a result of improper use, 
or owing to accident or negligence during transport; or if the product’s defect is the result of repair or manhandling on the part of anyone other than personnel authorized by our Customer Care office.   
The product must be installed by trained and experienced insider professionals, following the instructions provided for the installation and maintenance procedures. 
3.DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCE Projection Fabric +/-20mm, Structure and components up to 2500mm +/-2mm - up to 6120mm +/-5mm. 
4.RETURNS No product shall be returned and accepted without an authorization (RMA) released by Customer Care. 
Products must be returned in their original (or equivalent) packaging to avoid being damaged during transport. Any  transport damages resulting from inappropriate packaging shall not be covered by this 
guarantee.  
The returned product shall be accompanied by a detailed description of the defect and by a photocopy of the original purchase invoice/receipt.  
The purchase invoice/receipt shall clearly indicate the following: Model – Serial number – Purchase date – Name and address of the purchaser and authorized dealer.  

 

 
 
 
  









 


